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Korean Culture Day 

[Korean Traditional Wedding & Hanbok]  
               

 

 

The Korean Cultural Center in Los Angeles (KCCLA; Director Wijin Park) will premiere [Korean 

Traditional Wedding & Hanbok] through the KCCLA social media platforms on Thursday, June 24, as 

a 2021 Korean Culture Day virtual event in the form of a video for the month of June. 

 

Through KCCLA’s website, Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram, this Korean Traditional Wedding & 

Hanbok video will show a bride and groom’s wedding day with its various traditional Korean attire. All 

the steps of the wedding ceremony will be narrated. 

 

The traditional wedding ceremony is also called ‘marriage’. This signifies how a man and a woman 

become a couple after going through a ceremonial procedure, using a combination of the Korean word 

'Hon,' which means ‘a man marrying a woman’, and 'In', which means that ‘a woman will find a place 

to rely on and marry’. 

 

The ceremonial procedure of the traditional wedding was held with six rites at the beginning of the 
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implementation. The six rites are derived from ‘sahonrye’, which included napchae, wedding presents, 

mun-myung, the inquiry to the bride’s house, nap-gil, notifying the bride’s family of the wedding date, 

napjing, the act of sending gifts to the bride’s house, chung-gi, sending the wedding date announcement 

to the bride’s family, and chin-young, the meeting of the bride and groom. Because these steps were 

cumbersome, it was gradually simplified to four steps: Uihon, the discussion of the marriage, Napchae, 

giving of the gifts, nap-pae, giving of the wedding announcement, and chinyeong, the meeting of the 

bride and groom. 

 

In this Korean Culture Day video, the narrator will go through the steps of the Korean traditional 

wedding ceremony, that includes the groom wearing a samogwandae, a traditional attire, and stand in 

front of the ceremonial table, Daerye-sang, while hiding his face with a hand-held cloth screen. The 

bride and groom will make wedding vows to each other with the help of Sumo, the assistant ladies, 

who puts on a wreath and helps the bride with everything in the wedding ceremony.  /End/ 

 

 

 


